Heppner Branch
New Book List – December 2022

Fiction:
All the Blood We Share: A Novel of the Bloody Benders of Kansas - Camilla Bruce
Fake It Till You Bake It - Jamie Wesley
Fallen: A Novel of Suspense - Linda Castillo
Secluded Cabin Sleeps Six - Lisa Unger
The Christmas Hummingbird - T. Davis Bunn
The Couple at the Table: A Novel - Sophie Hannah
The Furies: Two Charlie Parker Novels - John Connolly
The Magic Kingdom - Russell Banks
The Prisoner - B. A. Paris
We are the Light - Matthew Quick

Non-Fiction:
Fatty Fatty Boom Boom: A Memoir of Food, Fat, and Family - Rabia Chaudry
Milk Street: Cook What You Have: Make a Meal Out of Almost Anything - Christopher Kimball
Weeds of the West